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Abstract:
This paper introduces the concept of “augmented reality” as a novel way to enhance
visualization in remote laboratories for engineering education. In a typical remote
experimentation session, students get access to a remote real plant located at the
laboratory to carry out their assignments. Usually, the graphical user interface
allows users to watch the equipment by video stream in live. However, in some
cases, visual feedback by video stream could be enhanced by means of augmented
reality techniques, which mix together in one image, the video stream and computer
generated data. Such mixture produces an added value to remote experimentation,
increasing the sense of presence and reality, and helping to understand much better
the concepts under study. In this work, a Java-based approach to be used in the
remote experimentation context for pedagogical purposes is presented. Firstly, a
pure Java example is given to readers (including the source code) and then, a more
sophisticated example using a Java-based open source tool known as Easy Java
Simulations is introduced. This latter option takes advantage of a new developed
component, called camimage, which is an easy-to-use visual element that allows
authors to capture video stream from IP cameras in order to mix real images with
computer generated graphics.
Keywords: Augmented reality, Virtual-labs, Remote-labs, Engineering education.
1 Introduction
Augmented reality (AR for short) is a ﬁeld of computer science which deals with the combina-
tion of real world and computer generated data. Virtual objects (computer generated graphics)
can be overlaid with real world images in order to make them coexist dynamically in the same
space. This basic idea is, nowadays, being widely applied in many areas such as [1] and [2]: TV
marketing, mobile phones, video games, medicine, industry, among others [3–5].
In [1], author deﬁnes as AR-enabled applications when they fullﬁl with the following proper-
ties:
Copyright c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a) Combines real and virtual objects in a real environment.
b) Runs interactively, and in real time.
c) Registers (aligns) real and virtual objects with each other.
This last feature is the more complex one but, fortunately, it is not so important in the
remote experimentation context because of the fact that in most cases, object and camera have
static locations. Thus, remote laboratories should take advantage of the use of augmented reality
techniques in order to give end users (mainly students) a major feeling of physical presence in
the laboratory when working with the didactic equipment (also called plant) from distance.
Although the use of augmented reality in the ﬁeld of engineering education could be quite
convenient, there is no so much work done in this area so far, especially from an authoring point
of view. Authors (mainly instructors) can try to combine video stream with computer generated
images in their remote laboratories, however this process can require a specialized knowledge
and advanced computer programming skills. In this context, the goal of this work is to provide
a simple and easy-to-use approach to add augmented reality to remote laboratories.
The approach proposed uses Easy Java Simulations (EJS) to create the AR-enabled appli-
cations [6]. EJS is a freeware simulation tool developed by one of the authors of this article
which has been awarded by the Science Prize for Online Resources in Education (SPORE) in
november 2011 [7]. EJS can be used to build the graphical user interface of a remote laboratory.
The augmented reality is added by selecting some interactive visual elements provided by EJS
in combination with the element camimage, which is able to capture video stream from many
diﬀerent IP cameras by means the Java library webcam.jar. The development and use of the
element camimage and the package webcam.jar is described in detail in this paper.
The article is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the AR in the remote experimen-
tation. In Section 3 a Java-based approach to add AR by using the Java library webcam.jar is
described. Section 4 shows the use of Easy Java Simulations to create AR-enabled applications
by means the element camimage. Some examples of remote laboratories are also shown in Section
4. Finally some conclusions and future work are discussed.
2 Augmented Reality in Remote Experimentation
The advances of the information and communication technologies has provided great new
opportunities for education [8–10]. Networks, computer graphics and interactivity are just some
great examples of them applied to engineering education.
In control education the impact of these technologies is even more signiﬁcant. Experimenta-
tion in traditional laboratories is essential for students, who need to understand the fundamental
concepts from both perspectives: theoretical and practical. However, the high costs associated
with equipment, space, and maintenance staﬀ, impose certain constraints on resources. A great
eﬀort of researching has focused on ways to overcome these limitations. Two of the most impor-
tant results of such work are virtual and remote laboratories.
Virtual laboratories, which have become common place in the past few years, usually consist
of a computer-based model of a real plant. This kind of simulations requires normally high levels
of interactivity and visualization, since they are usually used to teach, in a human-friendly way,
many key concepts in a particular discipline [11]. See some examples of virtual laboratories
in [12] and [13].
The remote operation of real equipment is commonly referred to as remote laboratory and
it allows students to manipulate physical plants (see Figure 1), located at the university, from
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their home computers. This kind of experimentation reduces the time and location constraints
of traditional laboratories [14]. See some examples of remote laboratories in [13, 15].
Figure 1: Heat Flow apparatus of Quanser.
Both virtual and remote laboratories provide, thanks to remote access, great opportunities
for teachers to support the continuous process required for a life-long learning, as mentioned
before.
Although the importance of virtual and remote laboratories for engineering education, the
use of these tools as learning objects is not so usual. The main reason could be that the develop-
ment of interactive applications is a diﬃcult task from a computer programming point of view.
Instructors, who are commonly not programming experts, can encounter problems trying to add
user interaction or advanced visualization to existing virtual and remote laboratories. This is
further complicated by the presence of diﬀerent computer languages, programming techniques,
network protocols, etc.
Despite the aforementioned diﬃculties, it is possible to ﬁnd many examples of educational
institutions that include virtual and remote laboratories as teaching tools in their current engi-
neering and sciences curricula. Most of these examples oﬀer the possibility of working on either
a simulated version of a physical process or a real device located at the universities laboratories.
However, such platforms have certain limitations [16] that should also be enhanced to take into
account the advantages of augmented reality instead of showing only visual feedback by video
stream, speciﬁcally:
 These developments are mainly focused on solving the technical issues related to the build-
ing of web-based lab solutions and not providing speciﬁc software tools designed to meet
these goals. In general, they do not take into account the programming issues that hinder
control engineering teaching staﬀ when designing and developing virtual and remote lab-
oratories [17–21]. Remote laboratory environments such as [17, 18] and [20] only provides
raw video stream as feedback for learners.
 Most of these environments do not consider the social context of interaction and collabo-
ration among students (and between teachers and students) in traditional hands-on labo-
ratories [22, 23]. Such environments use augmented reality with their remote laboratories,
but they lack of easy-to-use authoring tools to create new AR-enabled applications.
 Unlike the Cyberlab and eLabs FEUP [24], most of the cases are isolated experiences coming
from university engineering departments that oﬀer only a limited set of experiments (only
those existing in their own labs). There is any kind of augmented reality added to these
laboratories, only video stream is available on them.
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This article proposes to take advantage of augmented reality in remote experimentation by
mixing video and simulation all in one, in the same way that an AR-enabled application does it.
Figure 2 show this idea.
Figure 2: Heat Flow with augmented reality.
Based on previous description, it is possible to realize that, in the remote experimentation
context, both real world information (remote laboratories) and computer generated information
(virtual laboratories) could be used together.
The mixing between real-world and virtual objects at the same time (in one image) can be
used in remote experimentation with pedagogical purposes under the following working schemes:
 Virtual objects whose behaviour depend on simulated data. The real-world visualization is
overlaid with computer generated graphics based on the dynamics of a mathematical model
of the plant.
 Virtual objects whose behaviour depend on real data. The real-world images are mixed with
computer generated graphics by using real measurements of the remote target plant.
The ﬁrst scheme can be used to compare the system’s response of a mathematical model
against the behaviour of a real equipment located at the laboratory. The second approach mixes
real-world images into computer generated graphics in order to add extra visual information to
the video combination. Both schemes are introduced here in order to be used when creating
remote experimentation in engineering education.
In the Sections 3 and 4 two approaches to add augmented reality to remote laboratories
are shown. The ﬁrst approach describes in detail the use of a Java package, called webcam.jar.
Second approach introduces the EJS visual element camimage, which uses internally the library
webcam.jar. This latter approach is highly recommended to be used by instructors in order to
create remote laboratories with augmented reality features.
3 A Java-based approach
In the remote version of a Web-based laboratory, adding a visual feedback module is an
essential element in any tele-operated environment since it allows the users to feel and be aware
of the consequences of their actions during a remote working session. As a result of this, users
are more motivated and conﬁdent in the use of the system.
On the other hand, AR usually considers capturing of video stream (real world information)
in a local mode whereas in remote experimentation the video stream should be obtained from a
remote source.
To fullﬁl with the requirement above mentioned, two alternatives could be tested. The
ﬁrst one considers the use of an IP camera with a built-in video server dedicated to capturing
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images and post-publishing them as video stream through its network interface while the second
alternative considers using a conventional webcam with serial interface (USB o Firewire) directly
connected to a server computer (where the server computer could be the same host that controls
the real plant). The publishing of the video stream is not direct in this case since the image data
must be acquired via webcam through its serial interface ﬁrst and then socket techniques should
be used to send these data across the network.
3.1 The Java library webcam.jar
In order to read the video stream published by the video server of an IP camera a Java library
called webcam.jar1 was developed. This API allows Java programmers to use the classes and
methods of the library to get video images from any IP camera connected to the Internet.
The software provides a ﬁrst level of interface with the camera (see listing 1), allowing to
write high level software hiding the low level programming details such as the structure of the
received packets, the decoding of the HTTP headers, or the sockets implementation.
Listing 1: Main Java class of webcam.jar.
1 package webcam ;
2
3 // Main Java I n t e r f a c e o f the l i b r a r y webcam . j a r
4 pub l i c i n t e r f a c e IVideo {
5
6 // Publ ic methods to d i a l o g with a video camera
7 connect ( ) ;
8 d i s connec t ( ) ;
9 boolean i sConnected ( ) :
10 i n t ge tAva i l ab l eBu f f e r ( ) ;
11 Image getImage ( ) ;
12
13 }
The main class of the API, called Video.class, implements the Java interface shown in previous
listing. The constructor of this class allows to create an instance of a Video object with the
following input arguments:
 A String indicating the URL where the camera supplies the video stream.
 A boolean indicating what the reading format either (MPEG2 (true) or JPEG3 (false)).
 An integer to add a delay (in milliseconds) in the reading of the images.
Once an object of Video class has been created, a Java thread is ready to be started. As
mentioned above, Video class provides a set of public methods to dialog with the camera. These
methods are described below:
public connect();
When this method is invoked on a Video object previously created, the run() method of a
Java thread is executed. This method opens a socket connection to the remote IP camera and
it starts reading of the video stream according to the chosen format.
public disconnect();
1Accesible from http://www.profesores.pucv.cl/hvargas/augmented/augmentedreality.html
2The Moving Picture Experts Group, commonly referred to as simply MPEG, is a working group of ISO/IEC
charged with the development of video and audio encoding standards.
3In computing, JPEG is a commonly used method of compression for photographic images. The degree of
compression can be adjusted, allowing a selectable tradeoﬀ between storage size and image quality. JPEG typically
achieves 10 to 1 compression ratio with little perceivable loss in the image quality.
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This method stops reading the video stream and closes the socket objects created at low
level. The run() method of the thread is over when this method is executed.
public boolean isConnected();
Enquires if the link to the camera is up or down. Commonly, this boolean indicator is used
when the getImage() is invoked to get the images.
public int getAvailableBuffer();
Enquires if there are available images in the input buﬀer. The getImage() method should
be invoked if we are in this case.
public Image getImage();
The images captured from the IP camera can be obtained from the input buﬀer by using this
method. The method returns an object of the java.awt.Image class. Image objects are easily
displayed on Java swing 4 components.
Summarizing, Java programmers can import this library to capture the video stream of any
IP camera connected to the network. With regards to the present essay, the library was developed
in such away that its inclusion in the development process of a new virtual and remote laboratory
can be achieved with a minimum programming eﬀort.
3.2 A simple pure Java example of AR
Listing 2 shows a very naive example but descriptive of the basic idea about augmented
reality in the remote experimentation context. In this example, a small virtual object is moved
on real world video images coming from a remote IP camera connected to Internet (see Figure
3).
Figure 3: Simple Java-based AR application.
This example illustrates, in a very basic way, how to apply AR techniques in the remote
experimentation context. However, as the reader can appreciate, drawing and animating virtual
objects in Java is not a trivial task for non-expert programmers. Moreover, in most cases,
augmented reality involves the creation of professional animations in which a set of virtual
objects compose a more complex animated structure than a simple bouncing ball.
4Swing is a widget toolkit for Java. It is part of Sun Microsystems’ Java Foundation Classes (JFC) - an API
able to provide a graphical user interface (GUI) for Java programs. Swing was developed to provide a more
sophisticated set of GUI components than the earlier Abstract Window Toolkit.
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Listing 2: A pure Java example of AR.
1 package a rba s i c ;
2
3 import java . awt . ∗ ;
4 import javax . swing . ∗ ;
5 import java . awt . event . ∗ ;
6 import webcam . Video ;
7
8 // A bouncing b a l l on remote v ideo streaming
9 pub l i c c l a s s ARExample extends JFrame implements Runnable {
10
11 i n t x = 150 , y = 50 , r = 25 ;
12 i n t dx = 11 , dy = 7 ;
13 Thread animator ;
14 St r ing URL = "http :// IP_address/mjpg/video.cgi" ;
15 Video cam = new Video (URL, true , 20) ;
16 v o l a t i l e boolean p leaseStop ;
17
18 // I t implements Runnable i n t e r f a c e
19 pub l i c void run ( ) {
20 whi le ( ! p l easeStop ) {
21 animate ( ) ;
22 try {
23 Thread . s l e e p (40) ; // Wait 40 m i l l i s e c ond s
24 } catch ( Inter ruptedExcept ion e ) {
25 } // Ignore i n t e r r up t i o n s
26 }
27 }
28 // I t r ender s both video images and b a l l
29 pub l i c void paint ( Graphics g ) {
30 Graphics2D g2d = (Graphics2D ) g ;
31 g2d . drawImage ( v ideo . getImage ( ) , nul l , 0 , 20) ;
32 g2d . s e tCo lo r ( Color . red ) ;
33 g2d . f i l l O v a l (x−r , y−r , r ∗2 , r ∗2) ;
34 }
35 // I t c a l c u l e s new po s i t i o n o f b a l l and r epa i n t s
36 pub l i c void animate ( ) {
37 Rectangle bounds = getBounds ( ) ;
38 i f ( ( x−r+dx < 0) | | ( x+r+dx > bounds . width ) )
39 dx = −dx ;
40 i f ( ( y−r+dy < 0) | | ( y+r+dy > bounds . he ight ) )
41 dy = −dy ;
42 x += dx ;
43 y += dy ;
44 r epa in t ( ) ;
45 }
46 // I t s t a r t s animation and video
47 pub l i c void s t a r t ( ) {
48 animator = new Thread ( t h i s ) ;
49 p leaseStop = f a l s e ;
50 animator . s t a r t ( ) ;
51 video . connect ( ) ;
52 }
53 // Flag to stop the animator thread
54 pub l i c void stop ( ) {
55 p leaseStop = true ;
56 }
57 // Main method o f the Java c l a s s
58 pub l i c s t a t i c void main ( S t r ing args [ ] ) {
59 f i n a l ARExample frame = new ARExample ( ) ;
60 frame . s t a r t ( ) ; // Executing run ( ) method
61 frame . addWindowListener (new WindowAdapter ( ) {
62 pub l i c void windowClosing (WindowEvent we) {
63 frame . stop ( ) ;
64 System . e x i t (0 ) ;
65 }
66 }) ;
67 frame . s e t S i z e (350 , 263) ;
68 frame . s e tRe s i z ab l e ( f a l s e ) ;
69 frame . s e tV i s i b l e ( true ) ;
70 }
71 }
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In this context, next section describes a new approach that considers the use of the open
source software tool called Easy Java Simulations (EJS). EJS helps to create more complex Java
programs that exhibit a high degree of interactivity and graphical standards.
4 A novel approach using EJS
As shown in previous section, displaying a simple Java animation on real world images is
not a straightforward task for non-expert programmers. In order to cope with this problem,
the following subsections show how it is possible to create more sophisticated AR-enabled Java
applications by using the open source tool Easy Java Simulations.
4.1 What is EJS?
EJS is an open-source, free of charge, authoring tool specialized in the creation of interactive
simulations for (mainly, but not only) pedagogic uses. EJS is designed to make it easy for a
non programming specialist to implement a scientiﬁc model into computer form and to design
and build a graphical user interface (GUI) which meets both the visualization and interaction
capabilities required for an eﬀective computer-based instruction of a given scientiﬁc phenomenon.
Figure 4: Creation process of an EJS application.
The architecture of EJS derives from the model-view-control (MVC) paradigm, whose phi-
losophy is that interactive simulations must be composed of three parts (see Figure 4) :
 The model, which describes the process under study in terms of, 1) variables, which hold
the diﬀerent possible states of the process, and 2) relationships among these variables,
expressed by computer algorithms.
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 The control, which deﬁnes certain actions that a user can perform on the simulation.
 The view, which shows a graphical representation (either realistic or schematic) of the
process states.
EJS makes things even simpler by eliminating the “control” element of the MVC paradigm
and fuses one part in the view and the other one in the model. Thus, applications are created in
two steps:
1. Deﬁning the model to simulate by using the built-in simulation mechanism of EJS and,
2. Building the view showing the model state and answers to the changes made by users.
Figure 4 shows a simple virtual-lab created by EJS for teaching basic control concepts based
on the well-known single-tank process. As appreciated, part of the control logic is programmed
when deﬁning the model and the another when creating the view.
EJS provides developers a set of predeﬁned graphical elements to compose the graphical
aspect of a simulation. In this context, EJS may accept new graphical elements to make easier
the task of composing a view. Following this philosophy, the library webcam.jar was integrated
into EJS as a new view element. The following subsection presents this new component and how
it can be used by EJS developers.
4.2 Integration of webcam.jar into EJS
In order to simplify the use of the webcam.jar library, a new view graphical element of
EJS called camimage was developed (see Figure 5). The novelty of this approach lies in that
the element was implemented based on the characteristics of an existing graphical component of
EJS, the InteractiveImage.
Figure 5: Simple illustration of the augmented reality concept for remote labs in EJS.
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Thus, the camimage element inherits all methods and properties of this last object and, can
therefore, be placed on an EJS container with coordinate axis such as the “DrawingPanels” or
the “PlottingPanels” in order to render the images from the camera.
In addition to the properties inherited from the InteractiveImage element, four new param-
eters must be conﬁgured. These parameters are related to the IP camera used since a Video
object (from the webcam.jar library) is instantiated when adding this object into an EJS view.
The parameter URL has to be set with the URL of the IP camera video stream. The option
MJPEG can be used to indicate whether the image format is MJPEG. The refresh rate of the
images can be controlled by DELAY. Finally, the option Connected enables or ﬁnishes the
connection with the IP camera.
Applying the augmented reality concept in EJS is now very simple. Figure 5 shows how to
compose an EJS view with augmented reality features. This eﬀect is achieved when adding a
camimage element as a ﬁrst object of a drawing container of EJS, since the captured images
will always appear in the background, behind other virtual graphical elements that may form
more advanced Java animations.
The direct application of the augmented reality concept and its beneﬁts in remote experi-
mentation will be illustrated by means of examples in the following subsections.
4.2.1 Example 1: An AR-enabled remote laboratory of a thermal process
Figure 5 showed how to apply AR techniques on a scene 2D using EJS. However, enhancing
visualization in 3D scenes is also possible because of the fact that camimage element can be
nested within a DrawingPanels3D container.
Figure 6: Working remotely with AR.
Figure 6 shows an example where the previously described idea is applied. This application
is part of a set of virtual and remote laboratories that the Department of Computer Science
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and Automatic Control at the Spanish University for Distance Education (UNED) provides to
students for remote experimentation, see other example in [25]. The heatﬂow system is based on
a thermal process that allows students to conduct practical experiments on temperature control
systems with transport delays. The interface is easily accessed by students through Internet by
means of a simple web browser that loads an EJS-based Java applet.
Students use this tool to study basic control concepts such as systems’ identiﬁcation and PID
controllers design. Firstly, they perform open-loop experiments in order to get data registers
that allow them to identify a model of the process. In a second stage, students must design PID
controllers to regulate temperature in each sensor based on the previously identiﬁed models.
As the reader can imagine, temperature changes are not visible to the human eye. To facilitate
visualization of the heat-ﬂow dynamics, the interface’s left panel displays a 3D representation
of the apparatus in which the inner air’s color changes according to temperature data obtained
from a remote server. This virtual representation is displayed onto video streaming captured
from a remote IP camera. In this case, the augmented reality is a very useful technique that
helps students to get a better insight about the physical phenomenon under study.
4.2.2 Example 2: An AR-enabled Web-based lab of a robot arm
A very nice AR-enabled remote lab developed with the approach previously described is shown
in Figure 7. The system located at the University of Alicante (UA) was entirely developed for
the teaching and learning of automation and robotics.
Figure 7: Working remotely with AR.
The main hardware components of the system are an industrial robot Scorbot ER-IX (In-
telitek) with ﬁve degrees of freedom, a small warehouse for pieces, a conveyor belt, and a rolling
table. Right side on Figure 7 shows the actual plant, which was built and assembled by a research
group at UA. For further details about this laboratory see [26].
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The video streaming captured from the remote IP camera is enriched by a virtual represen-
tation of the robot arm following the proposed approach. The dynamics of this virtual view can
be updated by two ways: by using position data from the encoders of the actual robot arm, or
by using position data calculated from the mathematical model of the system. Note that the
location of the source of the comming position data is diﬀerent in both cases. In the ﬁrst one
data arrive from the remote server, whereas in the second case data are computed locally by
the EJS solver. In this example, AR allows to compare the simulated and real behaviour of the
system by observing a motion gap between the virtual and real arm.
5 Conclusion and Future Works
The article introduces the using of the augmented reality in remote experimentation with
pedagogical purposes. Augmented reality mixes real world images with computer generated data
in order to give a major feeling of physical presence to students. This work focuses on providing
to instructors a new approach to create application with augmented reality capabilities.
The approach described uses Easy Java Simulations in combination with a novel visual
element called camimage to build the AR-enabled applications. The camimage element uses,
in turn, the Java package webcam.jar to manipulate easily diﬀerent types of IP cameras. Some
examples of the use of the approach proposed are described. Future work will take into account
the register issue, which could be quite useful when either the camera or the physical device are
moving, such as the case of a remote laboratory of mobile robots.
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